HyRAD-X, a versatile method combining exome capture and RAD sequencing to extract genomic information from ancient DNA
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Summary

1. Over the last decade, protocols aimed at reproducibly sequencing reduced-genome subsets in non-model organisms have been widely developed. Their use is, however, limited to DNA of relatively high molecular weight. During the last year, several methods exploiting hybridization capture using probes based on RAD-sequencing loci have circumvented this limitation and opened avenues to the study of samples characterized by degraded DNA, such as historical specimens.

2. Here, we present a major update to those methods, namely hybridization capture from RAD-derived probes obtained from a reduced exome template (hyRAD-X), a technique applying RAD sequencing to messenger RNA from one or few fresh specimens to elaborate bench-top produced probes, that is, a reduced representation of the exome, further used to capture homologous DNA from a samples set. In contrast to previous hybridization capture methods, the reference catalogue on which reads are aligned does not rely on de novo assembly of anonymous RAD-sequencing loci, but on an assembled transcriptome obtained from RNAseq data, thus increasing the accuracy of loci definition and single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) call, and targeting, specifically, expressed genes. Finally, the capture step of hyRAD-X relies on RNA probes, increasing stringency of hybridization, making it well suited for low-content DNA samples. As a proof of concept, we applied hyRAD-X to subfossil needles from the coniferous tree *Abies alba*, collected in lake sediments (Origlio, Switzerland) and dating back from 7200 to 5800 years before present (BP). More specifically, we investigated genetic variation before, during and after an anthropogenic perturbation that caused an abrupt decrease in *A. alba* population size, 6500–6200 years BP.

3. HyRAD-X produced a matrix encompassing 524 exome-derived SNPs. Despite a lower observed heterozygosity was found during the 6500–6200 years BP time slice, genetic composition was nearly identical before and after the perturbation, indicating that re-expansion of the population after the decline was most likely driven by local specimens.

4. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a population genomic study incorporating ancient DNA samples of tree subfossils is conducted at a moderate cost using reproducible exome-reduced complexity.
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Introduction

The advent of next-generation sequencing technologies has made possible conducting genomic-scale studies in non-model organisms (Ellegren 2014). As sequencing full genomes is not practical in many cases, approaches of reduced representation genome sequencing emerged, which include genotyping by sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al. 2011) and restriction-site associated DNA sequencing (RADseq; Baird et al. 2008; Peterson et al. 2012). These methods rely on digesting DNA with specific restriction enzymes and performing size selection on the resulting fragments, yielding homologous and reproducible markers in a set of samples. However, the use of such methods in ecological, phylogenetic and phylogeographic studies is constrained by the level of preservation of the starting genomic DNA, therefore limiting its application in historical or ancient specimens showing typical DNA degradation patterns (Suchan et al. 2016). Since 2010, elegant alternatives to circumscribe this issue by using hybridization capture of non-anonymous DNA fragments (e.g. exome, mitochondrial
While population genomics involving ancient specimens has been applied to humans and several other large mammals (see Orlando, Gilbert & Willerslev 2015 for a review), such studies in non-mammal organisms are still scarce due to the lack of genome reduction techniques similar to RAD-seq, but applicable to low-content and highly degraded DNA. This may indicate why no studies so far have made use of the large throughput-time series of tree subfossil remains (e.g. leaves and needles), which have been caught in lake sediments across several millennia (e.g. Birks & Birks 2000; Birks 2003), to perform demo-genetic analyses using a large number of SNPs. In this study, we apply hyRAD-X to a samples set of subfossil needles of the silver fir tree 
*Abies alba*, collected from lake sediments in Origlio (Ticino, Switzerland) and dating back from 7200 to 5800 years before present (yr). More specifically, we illustrate the application of hyRAD-X to ancient DNA (aDNA) samples by comparing genetic diversity before, during and after an environmental anthropogenic perturbation recorded in the southern Alps, which took place between 6500 and 6200 years 4. This perturbation affected forest community composition due to higher rates of fire and grazing of cattle in the understory following the establishment of the first agrarian societies in the area (Tinner et al. 1999; Wick & Möhl 2006). By applying hyRAD-X to a set of 48 samples spanning the period 7200–5800 years 4, we test whether such an anthropogenic perturbation affected within-species genetic diversity of the silver fir, *A. alba*, a co-dominant tree species in the Origlio area during this time frame. For evaluation purposes, we also applied classical hyRAD (Suchan et al. 2016) to a subset of silver fir samples from the same time interval in order to compare the resulting depth, coverage and SNP matrix fullness.

**Materials and methods**

**Sampling site, coring and radiocarbon dating**

Lago di Origlio is a small lake (8 ha) situated at 416 m a.s.l. near Lugano in southern Switzerland, in the southern Prealps. In June 2014, two new parallel cores were taken with a UWITEC piston corer at the location of a previous coring site (Tinner et al. 1999) in the deepest part of the lake. The core diameter was 8 cm. After coring, the sediment cores were stored at 4 °C at the Institute of Plant Sciences, University of Bern. Given that the sediments consisted of discernible layers of silt and gyttja (brown organic-rich sediments), the old (coring 1993, Tinner et al. 1999) and new cores (2014) could be parallelized with a precision of c. 1 cm, corresponding to about 12 years for the period of interest (7200–5800 years ago). The published chronology of Origlio relies on accelerator mass spectrometry radiocarbon dating of terrestrial macrofossils that were converted to calibrated years before present (cal. 4) with the program Calib Vers. 3.0.3 (see Tinner et al. 1999). We checked the original chronology by recalibrating the radiocarbon ages (6 dates between 832 and 994 4 for the period 5200–7200 cal. 4, Fig. 1) with the new Calib Version 7.1. On average the new lowess-smoothed calibrated ages differ from the original ones that were used to build a depth-age model (Tinner et al. 1999) by 44 years, with the most extreme deviations being +111 and −79 years. Although this difference corresponds to the error that is inherent to radiocarbon dating for Holocene sequences (c. ±100 years; Tinner et al. 2003), we decided
to present the paleobotanical *A. alba* data (pollen, needles) with the new chronology.

**CORE SUBSAMPLING**

The subsampling of the core was carried out at the Institute of Plant Sciences, University of Bern, in a laboratory, which has never hosted any DNA extractions or subsequent DNA analyses. We cut the 1-m sediment core in 10-cm long and c. 4-cm wide slices (c. 100 cm³) and removed c. 1 cm around the slice to avoid any kind of contemporary and past contamination (e.g. macrofossil down core transport during coring). We sieved each slice with a 200-μm mesh to retrieve subfossil needles and assessed species identification to *A. alba* under a binocular. A total of 48 undamaged subfossil needles from the time interval ranging between 7200 and 5800 BP were found in the core (Fig. 1), and all were stored in separate Eppendorf tubes at −18 °C until use.

Due to the small coring diameter compared to the entire lake surface, we considered the probability of subsampling plant macrofossils from the same individual as negligible. All material employed during the samples preparation was sterilized by autoclaving (10 min, 30 psi and 132 °C) before use. Eppendorf tubes were further treated under UV light for 30 min. To control for potential modern aerosol contaminations, an empty Eppendorf tube was left open all along the procedure.

**DNA EXTRACTION**

All ancient DNA extractions and library preparations were performed in a dedicated clean air laboratory at the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research WSL (Birmensdorf, Switzerland), which is conformed to the highest standards in the field.

Before DNA extraction, we wiped the needles using a foamed sterile tip humidified with molecular grade water under a binocular. Then, the needles were rinsed in molecular grade water, dipped in ethanol and...
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placed on a sterile Petri dish to dry. Following drying, the needles were exposed to UV light for 1 min on each side and finally placed in new tubes prefilled with molecular grade 0.1 mm zirconium beads (Benchmark Scientific Inc., Edison, NJ, USA). Subsequently, we immersed each tube in liquid nitrogen for 1 min, grinded the frozen needles with a disposable pestle (cleaned in 10% bleach for 10 min, rinsed in molecular grade water, followed by UV irradiation for 30 min) and repeated these steps until the needles were turned into powder. The resulting powder was supplemented with 1:2 ml of N-phenacylthiazolium bromide (PTB) extraction buffer – a buffer successfully used in various ancient plant tissues extractions (Jaenike-Despres et al. 2003; Eriksson et al. 2005) – and the mix was incubated for 18 h at 37 °C (Kistler 2012) on a tube rotator. Then, we centrifuged the mixture at 9000xg for 5 min, transferred the supernatant into a new tube, added 0.325 volumes of DNasey Plant Mini Kit P3 buffer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and incubated it on ice for 5 min. We completed the extraction by following the DNasey Plant Mini Kit protocol provided by the manufacturer from step 10 (Qiagen), except that the DNA was purified on MinElute columns (Qiagen) and eluted in 20 μl of 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5. For each series of six samples extracted in a row, we prepared one negative extraction control, which followed the same procedure as the above-mentioned extraction, minus the subfossil sample.

**SHOTGUN LIBRARY PREPARATION**

We prepared shotgun libraries for the subfossil DNA extractions following Suchan et al. (2016), whose protocol is optimized for degraded DNA samples. This method consists in the ligation of barcoded adapters to the double-stranded DNA, followed by a 25 cycles indexing PCR using the Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). Here, we applied a dual indexing method (i.e. barcode + index) in a way that both barcode and index were specifically tagging a given specimen (not a combination of barcode × index) in order to detect possible chimeras during library preparation. The resulting products were purified with AMPure XP beads (ratio 1:1 with the sample; Beckman Coulter, Nyon, Switzerland) and eluted in 11 μl of 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5 to increase DNA concentration, although larger volumes are recommended to reach an optimal DNA recovery (Beckman Coulter, 2013) – an alternative would be to elute in larger volume and further re-concentrate with SpeedVac. Finally, the success of the library preparation was assessed by Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical, Heidelberg, Germany) and quantified on a Qubit Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Ecbelens, Switzerland).

**GENERATION OF RNA PROBES**

**RNA extraction**

A 3-years-old *A. alba* seedling grown in a nursery bed at the WSL (Birmensdorf, Switzerland) was brought into the laboratory and 10 buds were directly cut into liquid nitrogen and subsequently grinded. Total RNA was extracted with the Agilent Plant RNA Isolation Mini Kit (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with the following modifications: washes of the silica columns were done in 450 μl with the final wash centrifuged for 2 min to dry the silica membrane. The RNA was eluted in 30 μl of DNase-free water, quantified using Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and its integrity checked on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies) using the Agilent RNA 6000 Pico Kit (Agilent Technologies).

The detailed protocol for RNA extraction is given in Appendix S1, Supporting Information.

**Double-stranded cDNA synthesis**

The extracted total RNA was used as a template for the double-stranded cDNA synthesis using the Maxima H Minus Double-Stranded cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s guidelines, applying oligo(DT)₁₅ primer for the first strand cDNA synthesis, and therefore reverse-transcribing only messenger RNA. Purification of cDNA was performed using the GeneJET PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the final cDNA was eluted in 25 μl of 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5 with gradual centrifugation.

**Adaptor ligation and amplification**

To ligate adaptors to the generated cDNA, we first applied digestion using the following reaction mix: 6 μl of cDNA (c. 20 ng), 0.9 μl CutSmart buffer (10×; NEB, New England Biolabs), 0.1 μl MseI (10 U μl⁻¹; NEB) and 2 μl H₂O. The mix was incubated at 37 °C for 3 h followed by heat inactivation of MseI at 65 °C during 20 min. Nine microlitres of the resulting digested DNA were mixed with 0.26 μl CutSmart buffer (10×; NEB), 0.12 μl ATP (100 mM), 0.06 μl H₂O, 2 μl T7 adapters mix (25 μM) and 0.17 μl T4 DNA ligase (400 U μl⁻¹; NEB). The reaction was incubated for 3 h at 16 °C, purified with AMPure XP beads (ratio 2:1 with the sample; Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 31 μl of 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5. The generated library was PCR amplified in 10 separate reactions to minimise stochastic PCR-induced over-representation of some fragments, using the following reagents: 2.15 μl H₂O, 2 μl Q5 buffer (5×; NEB), 0.67 μl PCR primer (corresponds to T7 oligo 1, 10 μM stock), 0.08 dNTPs (25 mM each), 0.1 μl Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (2 μl μl⁻¹; NEB), 2 μl Q5 High GC Enhancer (5×; NEB) and 3 μl of the purified ligation product. The mix was subjected to the following cycle: 98 °C for 30 s, 30 cycles of 98 °C for 20 s, 60 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 40 s; 72 °C for 10 min. Subsequently, 1 μl of the following mix was added to each PCR reaction to proceed to the final PCR cycle: 0.05 μl H₂O, 0.2 μl Q5 buffer (5×; NEB), 0.67 μl PCR primer (corresponds to T7 oligo 1, 1 μM stock), 0.08 μl dNTPs (25 μM each). The reactions were successively incubated at 98 °C for 3 min, 60 °C for 2 min and 72 °C for 12 min. All PCR products were pooled together, purified with AMPure XP beads (ratio 2:1 with the sample; Beckman Coulter) and eluted with 100 μl of 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5.

**In vitro transcription and biotinylation**

To transcribe the generated probes into biotinylated RNA, we followed Carpenter et al. (2013), using the HiScribe T7 High-Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (NEB) and assembled the following reaction: 3:1 μl nucleoside-free water, 1:5 μl reaction buffer (10×), 1:5 μl of each dNTP (100 mM), 5 μl biotin-UTP (10 mM; Roche, Mannheim, Germany), 4:4 μl amplified probes (c. 500 ng) and 1:5 μl T7 RNA polymerase mix. The reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 2 h, treated with 1 μl of TURBO DNase (2 U μl⁻¹; Thermo Fisher Scientific) during 15 min at 37 °C, purified with RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s guidelines and eluted twice in the same 30 μl of RNase-free water. To prevent RNA degradation, 1:5 μl of RNasin Plus RNase Inhibitor (40 U μl⁻¹; Promega, Dübendorf, Switzerland) was added to the biotinylated RNA probes and the mix was stored at −80 °C. One reaction generated about 12 μg of RNA, whose size, ranging from
RNA in 30 manufacturer’s guidelines, but added 675 Huntingdon, UK) and incubated it at 37 °C.

(ii) The ancient DNA pond consisted in 220 l (500 ml) of wash buffer. Then, 66 μl of the DNA/RNA hybrid mix was added to the 164 μl of washed streptavidin beads, vortexed 10 s and incubated 30 min at room temperature with occasional vortexing. The reaction was magnetized, the supernatant removed and the beads were resuspended in 165 μl of low-stringency buffer (1× SSC/0.1% SDS). After 15 min of incubation at room temperature, the reaction was magnetized, the supernatant removed, the beads were resuspended in 165 μl of prewarmed high-stringency buffer (0.1× SSC/0.1% SDS) and the reaction was incubated 10 min at 65 °C. This step was repeated two times more. Next, the solution was magnetized, the supernatant removed and 50 μl of NaOH (0.1 M) was added, followed by 10 min of incubation at room temperature. Finally, the supernatant was retained after magnetization and the solution was neutralized with 50 μl of Tris-HCl (1 M, pH 7.5). The captured DNA was concentrated with AMPure XP beads (ratio 1:8:1 with the sample; Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 30 μl H2O.

ANCIENT DNA HYBRIDIZATION CAPTURE AND ENRICHMENT WITH RNA PROBES

The hyRAD-X hybridization capture method is adapted from both the hyRAD protocol (Suchan et al. 2016) and the in-solution capture protocol published by Carpenter et al. (2013).

In-solution hybridization with RNA probes

For the in-solution hybridization, three mixes were prepared. (i) The hybridization buffer (10× SSPE, 10× Denhardt’s, 10 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS and 0.01% Tween 20), prewarmed at 65 °C before use. (ii) The ancient DNA pond consisted in 22 μl of ancient DNA library (500–1000 ng) combined to 10 μl of SeqCap EZ Designer Reagent (Roche) – a universal reagent to block repetitive regions in the genome – and was incubated at 95 °C for 5 min, followed by 65 °C for 5 min. (iii) To generate the RNA probe pond, we assembled 1 μl biotinylated RNA probes (500 ng), 3 μl RNasin Plus RNase Inhibitor (40 U μl−1; Promega), 2 μl P5 multiplex block RNA (100 μM) and 2 μl P7 multiplex block RNA (100 μM), prewarmed at 65 °C before use for 2.5 min. The ancient DNA pond was incubated at 95 °C for 5 min, followed by 65 °C for 5 min. After incubation, 26 μl prewarmed hybridization buffer was added to the 32 μl ancient DNA pond, followed by 8 μl of prewarmed RNA probes pond. The final 66 μl reaction was mixed by pipetting and incubated for 60 h at 65 °C. For each reaction, 50 μl of Dynabeads M-280 Streptavidin beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were magnetized and the supernatant was removed. Beads were resuspended in 200 μl of wash buffer (1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA and 0.01% Tween 20), vortexed for 30 s, incubated 2 min on the magnetic rack and the supernatant was removed. This wash was performed two more times and the beads were ultimately resuspended in 164 μl of wash buffer. Then, 66 μl of the DNA/RNA hybrid mix was added to the 164 μl of washed streptavidin beads, vortexed 10 s and incubated 30 min at room temperature with occasional vortexing. The reaction was magnetized, the supernatant removed and the beads were resuspended in 165 μl of low-stringency buffer (1× SSC/0.1% SDS). After 15 min of incubation at room temperature, the reaction was magnetized, the supernatant removed, the beads were resuspended in 165 μl of prewarmed high-stringency buffer (0.1× SSC/0.1% SDS) and the reaction was incubated 10 min at 65 °C. This step was repeated two times more. Next, the solution was magnetized, the supernatant removed and 50 μl of NaOH (0.1 M) was added, followed by 10 min of incubation at room temperature. Finally, the supernatant was retained after magnetization and the solution was neutralized with 50 μl of Tris-HCl (1 M, pH 7.5). The captured DNA was concentrated with AMPure XP beads (ratio 1:8:1 with the sample; Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 30 μl H2O.

A schematic view of the whole hyRAD-X protocol is given in Fig. 2.

HYBRIDIZATION CAPTURE BASED ON DNA PROBES

To examine the performance of hyRAD-X, we also captured a subset of the generated shotgun libraries using hyRAD-based DNA probes (total of 22 samples and 8 blank samples; Table S1), applying the protocol of Suchan et al. (2016) aiming at sequencing a representative fraction of the genome in a set of samples by generating a double-digest RADseq (vs. single-digest RADseq in hyRAD-X) genome-based library (vs. exome-based in hyRAD-X) that is used as DNA probes (vs. RNA probes in hyRAD-X) for hybridization capture of the shotgun libraries. ddRAD was performed on six fresh samples coming from the A. albifrons population in Derborence (Wallis, Switzerland). Then, we proceeded to a narrow size selection with a single peak at 270 bp, removed adaptor sequences and biotinylated the fragments to produce the final DNA probes. We employed the resulting probes to capture the shotgun libraries by hybridization. The hybridization lasted 66 h at 65 °C and repetitive regions were blocked with 10 μl of plant capture enhancer (PCE; Roche). The captured sequences were subsequently re-amplified. Detailed information on the protocol can be found in Suchan et al. (2016).

SEQUENCING

All captured aDNA libraries were sequenced on three lanes of a 100 bp paired-end Illumina HiSeq 2500 run, two lanes for samples treated with hyRAD-X and one lane for those processed with hyRAD. The subset

of samples treated with HyRAD was also sequenced at the stage of raw shotgun library preparation – for comparison purposes – on one lane of a 100 paired-end Illumina HiSeq 2500 Rapid Run. The DNA probes derived from modern DNA were sequenced on one lane of Illumina MiSeq 250 paired end. Sequencing was carried out at the Lausanne Genomic Technologies Facility, University of Lausanne, Switzerland and at FASTERIS SA, NGS services, Switzerland.

ILLUMINA DATA BIOINFORMATICS PROCESSING

Demultiplexing and data preparation

We first performed demultiplexing and cleaning of the reads generated by Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq using a custom Perl script based on fastx-multx and fastq-clean tools from the ea-utilis package (Aronesty 2011; Mastretta-Yanes et al. 2015). Then, we removed leading Gs and tailing Cs generated during ribotailing reaction of the shotgun, paired the reads that still have a mate and combined orphan reads in one file using custom scripts.

Read mapping

Prior to read mapping, we aligned the processed reads against the *Picea abies* genome (Nystedt et al. 2013) with Bowtie 2 (Langmead & Salzberg 2012) to estimate the amount of endogenous DNA.

Read mapping was performed using the PALEOMIX BAM pipeline v1.2.5, which is dedicated to the analysis of ancient genomes (Schubert et al. 2014). In brief, the mentioned pipeline trims adapter sequences of demultiplexed reads, filters low-quality reads and collapses overlapping paired-end reads into one longer sequence. Then, the processed reads are mapped to the reference (see below), post-mortem DNA damages are assessed to rescale the quality scores of likely damaged positions in the reads and PCR duplicates are filtered. For the hyRAD-X and hyRAD libraries, we used as reference the contigs (Genbank accessions JV134525-JV157085) generated from the sequencing and assembly of a normalized transcriptome of a 1-year-old *A. alba* seedling (Roschanski et al. 2013). Additionally, for the hyRAD libraries, we implemented the mapping strategy used in the initial hyRAD protocol (Suchan et al. 2016) and assembled *de novo* the demultiplexed RAD-generated DNA probes into contigs using Rainbow v2.0.4 (default settings; Chong, Ruan & Wu 2012).

SNP calling and filtering

We applied SNP calling using FreeBayes v1.0.2-29, a Bayesian genetic variant detector dedicated to short-read sequencing (Garrison & Marth 2012). Subsequently, we filtered SNPs to conserve only high-quality and informative positions. Loci with a Phred quality score below 30 and indels were removed. Then, only biallelic loci with a minor allele count of six (i.e. minor allele frequency of 0.12), present in at least 50% of the samples and with a minimum depth of six were kept (VCFtools; Danecek et al. 2011). High coverage can lead to inflated locus quality score. To overcome such a bias, loci with a quality score below 1/4 of the depth were excluded (Puritz, Hollenbeck & Gold 2014). Finally, potential paralogous loci were removed by applying part of the dDo cent filtering pipeline, which detects paralogs based on a coverage three standard deviations higher than the mean (Puritz, Hollenbeck & Gold 2014). Samples with more than 90% of missing data were removed from the final dataset.

DATA ANALYSIS

Sequence composition of raw shotgun libraries and blanks

We estimated the amount of endogenous DNA in the raw shotgun libraries by aligning the reads to the genome of *P. abies* (Nystedt et al. 2013) using Bowtie 2 (Langmead & Salzberg 2012). To identify captured contaminant sequences, a BLAST alignment (Altschul et al. 1990) was run on random subsets of 20,000 reads from hyRAD and hyRAD-X blanks.

Identification of nucleotide misincorporations typical from ancient DNA

The MapDamage 2.0 program (Jönsson et al. 2013) as implemented in the PALEOMIX pipeline was used to retrieve patterns of DNA misincorporation, typical of ancient DNA fragments. In particular, cytosine deamination is a post-mortem process that converts cytosines (C) into uracil (U) using DNA polymerases and on the complementary strand converting guanidine (G) into adenine (A) (Hofreiter et al. 2001). Such deamination processes occur more frequently at both 3′ and 5′ ends than in the centre of DNA fragments (Jönsson et al. 2013).

Comparison between RNA and DNA probes

To determine how hyRAD-X performed compared to hyRAD, we determined the mean read depth per sample and per site, as well as the percentage of missing data per sample using VCFTools v0.1.14 (Danecek et al. 2011). Furthermore, we also compared the percentage of reads mapping on the reference and the percentage of PCR duplicates using PALEOMIX v1.2.5 (Schubert et al. 2014).

Genetic analysis based on hyRAD-X

We partitioned the data into four time slices (7200–7000 years BP, 6800–6500 years BP, 6500–6200 years BP, 6200–5800 years BP), according to the population intervals previously inferred by pollen analysis (Table 1; Tinner et al. 1999). While the 6500–6200 years BP time interval corresponds to a major decline in *A. alba* populations from the Southern Alps (including Origlio), the three other time slices show larger population sizes (Tinner et al. 1999). To compare genetic diversity indices among those time slices, SNPs with a fraction of missing data higher than 60% within each time slice were removed. We calculated observed heterozygosity (*H*obs), expected heterozygosity (*H*exp, also known as genetic diversity; Goudet 2005) and rarefied allelic richness (*A*R) using HIERFSTAT (Goudet 2005). We tested for pairwise differences in mean *H*obs, *H*exp, and *A*R among each time slice by performing 10,000 permutations and we corrected for multiple comparisons by computing the expected false discovery rate (FDR), or q-value (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995). We estimated the number of private alleles before and after the 6500–6200 BP time slice by applying a rarefaction approach with ADZE V1.0 (Szpiech, Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2008). Finally, we compared genetic variation between time slices using the Weir and Cockerman fixation index (*Fst*) to estimate population differentiation while controlling for population size using ADEGENET (Jombart & Ahmed 2011). We tested pairwise differences in *Fst* with 10,000 permutations and corrected for multiple testing by calculating the expected FDR. We performed all statistical analyses in R V3.3.0 (R Core Team 2016).

Results

Sequencing of raw shotgun libraries yielded a total of 300,566,668 reads. Alignment of raw shotgun reads to the *P. abies* genome (Nystedt et al. 2013) showed that the estimated amount of endogenous DNA in the raw samples ranged from 0.01 to 0.33% (Table S1). HyRAD-X libraries based on 48 samples and 16 blank controls – eight extraction controls, four shotgun library controls and four subsampling controls [two water controls (i.e. 100 µL of water used for core slice sieving) and two aerosol controls (i.e. an Eppendorf tube that was left open during the subsampling step)] – yielded a total of 320,386,174 raw reads (c. 8 million reads per non-blank sample), of which 85.3% were retained after quality filtering. HyRAD libraries – which consisted in 24 samples and eight blank controls – generated 302,607,744 raw reads in total (c. 12.6 million reads per non-blank sample), among which 49.3% were kept after quality filtering. The overall level of chimeric fragments produced during shotgun library preparation (i.e. identified by reads characterized by a mismatch in the barcode + index combination) was 3.17% – all were discarded, that is, only reads characterized by the correct barcode + index composition were kept. In contrast to the low level of endogenous DNA retrieved from shotgun sequencing libraries, enriched hyRAD-X and hyRAD libraries showed a high proportion of reads aligning to the *P. abies* genome [46.9-fold average enrichment compared to the raw (pre-capture) shotgun library; see Table S1]. For the hyRAD-X library, 39 out of 48 samples yielded more reads than the 16 blanks. For the hyRAD library, 21 out of 24 samples yielded more reads than the eight blanks. However, after exogenous contaminant and PCR duplicates removal, blank controls contained an order of magnitude less reads than the worse performing sample (data not shown). In >90% of the cases, deamination patterns were typical of ancient DNA for both hyRAD-X and hyRAD libraries. In contrast, blank controls did not show such a pattern (Fig. S1). Blanks were mainly composed of synthetic sequences in both hyRAD-X and hyRAD libraries (Fig. S2).
Starting DNA concentration as well as the age of the sample were not good predictors of whether a library would contain less than 90% of missing data when processed with hyRAD-X ($\chi^2 = 0.63$, d.f. = 1, $P = 0.43$ and $\chi^2 = 1.58$, d.f. = 1, $P = 0.21$ respectively). However, the number of raw (i.e. pre-capture) sequences matching against the *P. abies* genome (Table S1) is significantly correlated to whether or not a library would contain less or more than 90% of missing data ($\chi^2 = 5.81$, d.f. = 1, $P = 0.01$).

**Comparison between hyRAD-X and hyRAD**

After SNP calling, we retrieved 42,095, 43,381 and 4435 variable sites (i.e. indels and SNPs), respectively, for hyRAD-X, hyRAD aligned against the transcriptome (hereafter, hyRAD transcriptome) and hyRAD aligned against the *de novo* reference (hereafter, hyRAD de novo). Following filtering and removal of samples with more than 90% of missing data (see Materials and methods), we retained 571 SNPs in 27 (67%) samples with hyRAD-X, 1738 SNPs in 13 (54%) samples with hyRAD transcriptome and 97 SNPs in 14 (58%) samples with hyRAD de novo. The matrix completeness was 73.1% for hyRAD-X, 77.4% for hyRAD transcriptome and 82.4% for hyRAD de novo.

Before removal of PCR duplicates, the percentage of reads mapping against the reference was up to 20 times higher when using hyRAD-X (with the reference consisting of a published transcriptome) compared to hyRAD de novo (whose reference was *de novo* generated using a dedicated RADseq assembler) and up to three times higher compared to hyRAD transcriptome (using the same reference as hyRAD-X) (Fig. 3a). However, after PCR duplicates removal, the percentage of reads mapping against the reference was higher for hyRAD transcriptome compared to hyRAD-X and hyRAD de novo (Fig. 3b). The percentage of PCR duplicates was between two to eight times higher when the capture was based on hyRAD-X (Table S1). No major difference was highlighted in the percentage of missing data and the mean read depth per sample between hyRAD-X, hyRAD transcriptome and hyRAD de novo after removal of PCR duplicates (Fig. 4a and b). However, mean read depth per site was higher with hyRAD-X, with a mean depth across all sites of 37.16, compared to 23.44 with hyRAD de novo and 15.7 with hyRAD transcriptome (Fig. 4c).

**Change in genetic diversity over time and population structure**

Due to the lower number of individuals analysed with hyRAD vs. hyRAD-X protocols – the latter allowing a larger multiplex pool due to higher level of genomic (here, exomic) reduction – genetic dynamics was inferred using the dataset produced with hyRAD-X (see Table 2 for details on analysed samples). SNP positions with a fraction of missing data higher than 60% within each time slice were removed, resulting in a final dataset...
of 524 SNPs in 27 samples. Expected heterozygosity was higher than observed heterozygosity for each time slice (Table 3). Observed and expected heterozygosities were significantly lower for the 6500–6200 BP time slice compared to all others and allelic richness was significantly higher for the 6800–6500 BP time slice ($P < 0.05$ after FDR correction; Table 3). Mean number of private alleles per site was higher before than after the population decline, that is, between 6800 and 6500 years BP compared to 5800 and 6200 years BP (Fig. 5).

Finally, pairwise $F_{ST}$ estimates were significant between the 6500–6200 BP and 6200–5800 BP time slices, and marginally non-significant between the 6800–6600 BP and 6500–6200 BP time slices (Table 4).

**Discussion**

Hybridization capture methods involving anonymous probes obtained from reduced representation of the genome
complexity – GBS or RADseq – have recently bloomed in the population genomics community (Ali et al. 2016; Hoffberg et al. 2016; Sánchez Barreiro et al. 2016; Suchan et al. 2016). However, so far, most published techniques (but see Suchan et al. 2016) have used commercially synthesized probes and are thus rather costly. In addition, those methods have targeted the whole genome and are therefore at bias of incorporating multiple repeated regions (e.g. transposable elements) in one single locus – despite attempts have been made to partly prevent non-specific hybridizations caused by such repetitive sequences (e.g. by using Cot-I; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Here, we present hybridization capture from RAD-derived probes obtained from a reduced exome template (hyRAD-X), a hybridization capture method employing probes obtained from the transcriptome, produced from messenger RNA

Table 2. List of non-blank samples analysed using hyRAD-X. Samples in bold contained <90% of missing data and were used in the genetic analysis. Given are the concentrations after shotgun library generation and the time slice considered for pooling successful samples for genetic analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age (years BP)</th>
<th>Conc. (ng per µL)</th>
<th>Time slice (years BP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA48</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA47</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA46</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>14.85</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA45</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>36.94</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA44</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA43</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>104.48</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA42</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA41</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>78.66</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA40</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>40.36</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA39</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>36.94</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA38</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>21.89</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA37</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA36</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA35</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>28.39</td>
<td>7000–7140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA34</td>
<td>6720–6880</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA33</td>
<td>6720–6880</td>
<td>23.09</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA32</td>
<td>6600–6720</td>
<td>46.85</td>
<td>6600–6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA31</td>
<td>6600–6720</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>6600–6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA30</td>
<td>6600–6720</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>6600–6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA29</td>
<td>6600–6720</td>
<td>31.29</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA28</td>
<td>6460–6600</td>
<td>38.30</td>
<td>6200–6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA27</td>
<td>6320–6460</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>6200–6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA26</td>
<td>6320–6460</td>
<td>26.33</td>
<td>6200–6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA25</td>
<td>6320–6460</td>
<td>56.43</td>
<td>6200–6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA24</td>
<td>6200–6320</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA23</td>
<td>6200–6320</td>
<td>42.41</td>
<td>6200–6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA22</td>
<td>6060–6200</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA21</td>
<td>6060–6200</td>
<td>35.06</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA20</td>
<td>6060–6200</td>
<td>75.58</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA19</td>
<td>6060–6200</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA18</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA17</td>
<td>5960–6060</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA16</td>
<td>5960–6060</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA15</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>57.80</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA14</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>33.69</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA13</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA12</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>19.32</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA11</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA10</td>
<td>5940–6060</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA9</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>38.30</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA8</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>21.03</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA7</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA6</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA5</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA4</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>23.60</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA3</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA2</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>27.87</td>
<td>5800–6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA1</td>
<td>5800–5940</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary statistics for each time slice. Given are the sample size n (with the number of samples left after removing those with more than 90% of missing data), observed heterozygosity (H_{obs}) and rarefied allelic richness (A_r). Different letters indicate significant pairwise differences after adjustment for multiple testing with the Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate method (FDR; P < 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years BP)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>H_{obs}</th>
<th>H_{exp}</th>
<th>A_r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7000–7140</td>
<td>14 (7)</td>
<td>0.757^a</td>
<td>0.458^a</td>
<td>1.495^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600–6800</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
<td>0.830^b</td>
<td>0.469^ab</td>
<td>1.521^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6200–6500 (decline)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>0.568^b</td>
<td>0.417^b</td>
<td>1.469^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5800–6200</td>
<td>22 (12)</td>
<td>0.783^a</td>
<td>0.465^a</td>
<td>1.484^a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Mean number of private alleles per site using a rarefaction approach applied to the hyRAD-X dataset, compared between time slices before and after the 6200–6500 years ago decline. White dots: 5800–6200 years BP; grey dots: 6500–6800 years BP. The y-axis shows the number of samples considered in the rarefaction approach.

Table 4. Pairwise genetic distance (F_{ST}) among four time slices. Significant values after standard false discovery rate correction (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg 1995) are indicated with an asterisk (α = 0.05) – marginally non-significant values (0.05 < P < 0.1) are indicated with MNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7000–7140 BP</th>
<th>6600–6800 BP</th>
<th>6200–6500 BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6600–6800 BP</td>
<td>–0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6200–6500 BP</td>
<td>–0.0003</td>
<td>0.00(MNS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5800–6200 BP</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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isolated in fresh specimens. By applying hyRAD-X to a set of subfossil samples from a coniferous species (i.e. the silver fir tree, *A. alba*), we tested the applicability of this technique to ancient specimens with highly degraded DNA and its efficiency compared to its sister technique, namely, hyRAD (Suchan et al. 2016), which also uses liquid-phase capture with inexpensive bench-top produced probes, but with the latter obtained from the whole genome (not the reduced exome), and being DNA (not RNA) based.

**Comparison of hyRAD-X and hyRAD Outputs**

Examination of both hyRAD-X and hyRAD results showed evidence that the analysed reads are from ancient origin and not from contemporaneous contaminants, as revealed by deamination patterns, showing a clear cytosine to thymine conversion at both ends of the DNA reads over at least ten base pairs (Fig. S1). We assumed that the use of DNA probes as in hyRAD might potentially produce DNA chimeras during capture and further amplification step, whereas the application of RNA probes as in hyRAD-X might erase the possibility of chimera production during these steps. Nevertheless, based on the results from the blank samples, blank content in both types of libraries is not significantly different although slightly larger in hyRAD: the maximum number of sequenced reads found in the blank samples was lower than in 92.5% of the subfossil samples with hyRAD-X (Table S1), whereas examination of hyRAD results showed that the number of reads found in the blank controls is lower than 63.6% of the subfossil samples. When blasting the blank content, a large percentage of sequences hit against synthetic sequences (see Fig. S2), suggesting that exogenous contamination is rather low. Nonetheless, after synthetic and exogenous contaminant as well as PCR replicates removal, those slight differences vanished and the number of analysed reads in the poorest sample (either with hyRAD-X or hyRAD) was still larger than in any blank, by an order of magnitude.

During the alignment step of hyRAD-X reads against the published transcriptome of *A. alba* (Roschanski et al. 2013), it is by essence ensured that none of the loci proceeds from (ancient) exogenous contaminants. In contrast, when hyRAD reads are aligned against a de novo-assembled catalogue (i.e. hyRAD de novo, using the pipeline described by Suchan et al. 2016), one cannot rule out that some loci may have an (ancient) exogenous origin (e.g. bacterial or fungal). By aligning hyRAD reads against the transcriptome as well (i.e. hyRAD transcriptome), we were able to control for this potential bias. By doing so, we were, however, expecting a lower coverage given that most of the hyRAD probes should derive from non-exomic DNA regions and those matching to the exome-associated probes representing a small fraction of the aligned reads. In contrast, one could expect a higher number of low-coverage SNPs retrieved with hyRAD transcriptome – as well as a larger number of hits against the catalogue – as hyRAD-X probes were produced by using messenger RNA from one single individual at a single time (i.e. from the fraction of the messenger RNA produced in the buds of a 3-years-old seedling at the single moment of collection), therefore representing a reduced representation of the whole exome, at least quantitatively, compared to the hyRAD probes, which were produced from total genomic DNA.

Our results confirmed those assumptions, by showing that both hyRAD-X and hyRAD transcriptome retrieved a larger number of SNPs (42 095 and 43 381, respectively) than hyRAD de novo (4435). This pattern was maintained after SNP filtering; interestingly, the total number of SNPs retrieved was the highest with hyRAD transcriptome (1738), followed by hyRAD-X (571) and hyRAD de novo (97), indicating that hyRAD transcriptome has a good potential for retrieving exomic polymorphisms. However, this is mainly due to the high level of exome complexity reduction associated with hyRAD-X probes as performed in this experiment, as attested by the very large number of PCR duplicates found in hyRAD-X outputs, that is, two to eight times larger than hyRAD transcriptome and hyRAD de novo outputs (see Supplementary Information, Table S2). With 95% of PCR duplicates, hyRAD-X results demonstrate that enrichment was largely saturated and that there is a potential to pool a larger number of samples in one single library, or alternatively, to use messenger RNA from additional organs and/or development stages. This was also confirmed by the mean depth of coverage, which was more than twice larger in the hyRAD-X (37.16) than in the hyRAD transcriptome (15.7) outputs. In order to optimize the samples load per library, one could assess the optimal number of PCR cycles with a qPCR, for both shotgun libraries and enrichment steps. A good estimation of the number of cycles needed for sequencing would prevent against a high number of PCR duplicates. In addition, it would decrease the stochastic over-representation of amplicons that occur when performing a too large number of PCR cycles.

HyRAD-X and hyRAD transcriptome perform better than hyRAD de novo at several criteria such as the number of SNPs retrieved (only 97 for hyRAD de novo) and the percentage of hits against the reference (see Fig. 3). It is only for the mean depth per site that hyRAD de novo performs better than hyRAD transcriptome, although not as well as hyRAD-X (Fig. 4c). The generally larger number of hits against the reference in hyRAD-X and hyRAD transcriptome should be, at least in part, the consequence of using an assembled transcriptome as reference rather than a de novo reference generated from fresh samples. For other metrics, such as the matrix fullness (i.e. the inverse of the percentage of missing data; Fig. 4a), all three methods revealed equivalent. The main difference between hyRAD-X and hyRAD transcriptome, both performing well at all retained criteria, is that reads from the former align to the transcriptome only (due to the reduced representation of the exome). As a consequence, coverage is higher with hyRAD-X, meaning that reads are expected to match on many different places of a catalogue contig and therefore decreasing the error rate and increasing the potential length of loci. If required, an additional complexity reduction step could even be performed by applying size selection after
ligation of (MseI)-digested fragments as described in Suchan et al. (2016).

HyRAD-X is therefore a suitable method to conduct population genomic studies involving large numbers of subfossil samples showing highly degraded DNA patterns. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a population genomic study incorporating ancient DNA samples of non-mammal species as ancient as 7200 years ago is conducted at a moderate cost using reproducible exome-reduced complexity, with 48 specimens pooled on only two lanes of HiSeq paired end sequencing (i.e. 24 samples per lane). The only exception to date, although involving slightly more recent samples than those from our study and at a likely higher economic cost, is the work by da Fonseca et al. (2015), in which domesticated maize varieties as ancient as 6000 years ago were analysed using 318 commercially synthesized probes. With more than 500 SNPs and a matrix completeness of nearly three quarters, our approach outperforms the only other study aimed at exploring the potential of tree subfossil samples in population genomic studies, which unravelled a much lower number of SNPs (<15) from the chloroplast using classical PCR amplification techniques (Magyari et al. 2011). HyRAD-X can also be applied to any other non-model organism for a relatively modest cost, in contrast to methods with the same philosophy, but using commercially synthesized probes, which are rather expensive, particularly when large numbers of samples are considered (Ali et al. 2016; Hoffberg et al. 2016; Sánchez Barreiro et al. 2016).

CAN WE PREDICT SUCCESS OF A SUBFOSSIL SAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH HYBRIDIZATION CAPTURE METHODS?

Starting DNA concentration was a poor predictor of whether a sample would show less or more than 90% of missing data. Actually, 27 (68%) out of 48 specimens analysed with hyRAD-X showed less than 90% missing data. Similar proportions were retrieved with hyRAD de novo and hyRAD transcriptome with, respectively, 14 and 13 out of 24 specimens (58% and 54%) showing less than 90% missing data. However, the number of pre-captured sequences matching against the P. abies genome (Table S1) is significantly correlated to whether or not a library would contain less or more than 90% of missing data. Biologically, we suggest that those specimens not yielding a decent number of SNPs could be needles, which did not reach the sediment at the lake bottom rapidly enough to avoid major DNA decay before being protected by the anoxic conditions in the sediments. During this time before reaching the sediment, biotic decomposition already erased most endogenous DNA from the sample, for example, by high activity of fungal or bacterial nucleases; the half-life of DNA most endogenous DNA from the sample, for example, by high activity of fungal or bacterial nucleases; the half-life of DNA...
reduced genetic variation that impeded adaptation to changing environments.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS IN HYRAD-X APPLICATION

Despite hyRAD-X represents a major step forward in the popularization of ancient DNA analysis, we have identified three ways to improve it:

1 One caveat of using SNPs from the exome-based RAD loci – which are putatively under selection – rather than neutrally evolving regions may be that several assumptions of population genetics models could be violated. However, given that most substitutions in the exome are synonymous, that is, with a proportion ranging from 0.90 to 0.95 (Wolfe, Sharp & Li 1989; Hurst 2002), results should not be heavily biased. In future studies, this limitation could, however, be circumvented by identifying the reading frame and filtering out non-synonymous SNPs.

2 Another possible drawback of our method is that some baits created from messenger RNA may not be able to capture the corresponding DNA molecule, at least near the splice site, given that messenger RNAs are produced from the concatenation of pre-messenger RNAs. Our conservative filtering has removed the possibility of misaligned reads to account for additional SNPs, but at the same time, has limited the total number of SNPs retrieved. In order to circumvent this limitation, first aligning the transcriptome against the genome might allow to split all messenger RNA loci into pre-messenger RNA sub-loci, compatible with the DNA frame, and suitable to serve as a catalogue for all reads. Sequencing of the A. alba genome is ongoing (see https://www.aforgen.org/docu ments/sfgp-initiative.pdf), and once available, we will be able to use splicing-aware aligners (e.g. TopHat; Trapnell, Pachter & Salzberg 2009) to refine the transcriptome catalogue. Availability of genome data will also make possible to accurately distinguish paralogous from orthologous loci and discard the former.

3 In hyRAD-X, the generation of the probes relies on RNA extractions from fresh samples, which allows to study species without previous knowledge about the transcriptome or genome sequences. Whereas using a reduced number of specimens x organs might allow reducing exomic complexity as it is the case in the current study, the selected tissue and the developmental stage of the sample might affect the composition of the probes. Global gene expression analyses in Arabidopsis thaliana highlighted a similar number of messenger RNAs in distinct tissues, whereas level of expressions greatly varied among tissues (Schmid et al. 2005). Thus, using various tissues to generate the probes might increase the messenger RNA diversity and the total number of SNPs retrieved.

NEW AVENUES IN PALEO-POPULATION GENOMICS

Our case study on a coniferous tree population from the southern Alps demonstrates that hyRAD-X is well suited to analyse large sets of ancient DNA samples, here across a time series of tree subfossils. The generation of hyRAD-X-based probes costs c. 220 dollars, but allows to achieve up to 250 captures. In comparison, the price of commercial probes such as the ones used in the pre-designed MYbaits capture kit (MYcroarray, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) is 100 dollars for one capture. Even when using dilutions of the MYbaits probes up to 10 folds (e.g. Cruz-Dávalos et al. 2016; Sánchez Barreiro et al. 2016), hyRAD-X still reveals an order of magnitude cheaper than commercially synthesized baits. In addition, commercial probes can be long to synthesize and require prior knowledge of the exome. Overall, our application of hyRAD-X to silver fir subfossil needles shows the potential to incorporate such samples in population genomic studies at a moderate cost in order to compare genetic variation at different time points, and eventually unravel important environmental, ecological and evolutionary questions.
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